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Cutting fluid recycling pays
off for aerospace specialist
The relatively high volume of metal cutting performed by Senior Weston
Aerospace at its Earby, Lancashire, facility created an issue around cutting fluid
waste disposal, both from an environmental and cost point of view. Working
with Environmental Technologies it arrived at a very favourable solution.
The relocation of the business to new, purpose built facilities provided
the opportunity to address the traditional fluid disposal method. Previous
methods simply allowed cutting fluids to be drained from large swarf skips
and containers into underground tanks for storage then the waste fluid
was subsequently disposed of by pumping out and having taken away for
treatment and disposal by various specialist suppliers. This practice proved
to be not only expensive but also not in keeping with current requirements to
reduce environmental waste and certainly did not make any contribution to
BS14001 accreditation
Senior Weston Aerospace invested in a purpose-built system to both better
handle the processing of swarf but importantly to significantly reduce the
volume of waste cutting fluid. The system developed by Senior Aerospace
and Brighouse-based Cromar provided an effective solution to lift and tip the
swarf from a standardised container into a receptacle, draining coolant as it
does this, then subsequently compacting the swarf into small briquettes. This
briquetting reduced the volume of the swarf by 90 per cent and removes 97
per cent of any residual coolant in the swarf. “This had several benefits for us,”
saysLuke Butler, who is overseeing the project for Senior Weston Aerospace.
“Firstly it meant that our waste contractor had to make fewer collections, and
these could be undertaken by smaller vehicles with lower carbon emissions
and hence a positive impact on the environment.”

The CARDEV recycling and mixing
stations at Senior Weston Aerospace.

The CARDEV CCS500-B coolant cleaning
station is having a major positive impact on
the environmental impact of the manufacturing
operation at Senior Weston Aerospace.

“We are recovering
and recycling in
excess of 10,000 litres
of coolant per week”
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With an increased amount of waste coolant now being
created the company turned to Knaresborough-based
Environmental Technologies for advice on how best to
deal with it. The solution was recycle rather than disposal.
Environmental Technologies had already supplied a
CARDEV automated coolant mixing system to the new
facility at Earby, and it was a relatively straightforward
procedure to install a CARDEV CCS500-B coolant cleaning
station into the system. The waste coolant from the
briquetting machine now undergoes a complete cleaning
and rejuvenation process involving, filtering, through
a bag-type filter, and tramp oil removal, before being
processed through the CCS500-B unit. The unit itself then

The system at Senior Weston Aerospace is supporting
50 large CNC machine tools manufacturing components
for aircraft structures, interiors and engines for a wide
range of aircraft including each of the Airbus A320 family,
A330, A350 and A380 platforms. This requires a high
degree of consistency and control of the manufacturing
process. The performance of the CARDEV CCS500-B and
the automated mixing station ensure that there is no
inconsistency in the performance and mix strength of
the coolant being used. The elimination of any manual
input ensures that coolant is mixed accurately and with
the system using its own stored water supply any drop in
mains water pressure is also compensated for.

The Cromar briquetting machines alongside the CARDEV recycling and mixing cell at Senior Weston Aerospace.

passes the waste coolant over an Ozone generator that
revitalises the coolant and kills off any harmful bacteria
and the agitation releases any remaining tramp oil. This
coolant is now sent to a holding tank, via another set of
polypropylene filters where it is held ready to be used
again by the CARDEV mixing station.

“The system we have installed at Senior Weston Aerospace
is both cost effective and environmentally positive and
with the automation of the entire process it also eliminates
many of the familiar health and safety hazards that come
with conventional coolant mixing and disposal,” says Alan
Dalton, Sales Manager, Environmental Technologies.

The system is designed to use recycled coolant first
and the factory is equipped with a pipe network that
delivers coolant at a precise strength to individual
machines, eliminating the time consuming and potentially
hazardous need for an operator, or labourer, to transport
coolant from a central location to a machine tool. By using
the recycled coolant the volume of neat emulsion used
by Senior Weston Aerospace has reduced dramatically.
“We are recovering and recycling in excess of 10,000
litres of coolant per week, which in turn is reducing our
consumption of concentrate by 500 litres a week, which
is a significant cost saving. When added to the financial
benefits of reduced labour costs and efficiencies gained
by more effective swarf handling we have fully justified
the investment we have made in the CARDEV recycling
system and briquetting process,” says Luke Butler.

“The major advantage of the CARDEV system is the relative
low-cost of the system, making it a viable option for most
businesses, we have installations where the customer
has as few as five machine tools and the payback
and advantages that are being gained are playing an
important part in driving their manufacturing costs down
and making them more competitive.”

Senior Weston Aerospace’s brand new manufacturing and head office facility
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